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Witness reports one meeting, Ho. 541, p. 79^3 

(V .40) . He re orts u Minnie (114) as sayin : " . . . . i n a 

long run we must ge^T ^is freedom by force"• . J . 1179# p*l* 

he witness is q ite apparently r^ry poorly 

educated, his notes are quite ungra-aatieal and cannot 

poosibly be said to be a fair reflection of what the speakers 

had to say. There are numbers of instances in which he 

han written nonsensical gibberish. See also his spelling 

of Verwoerd (VIRFjjT) and Baas Fourie ( U l3 FOKKE) . 

I do not think any importance can be attached 

to this witness's evidence. 
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